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Take It Underground
Seven Mary Three

Take It Underground
Seven Mary Three
B-side from The Economy Of Sound

Tabbed By Neil Crane

Chords
 D5  B5  F#5 G5  A   G   F#  E   A5  A7  C5 
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riff 1 
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Intro: D5  B5  D5  B5  D5  B5 F#5 G5

D5        B5         D5         B5         D5  
I want to drown in a town where people all around 
        B5               F#5  G5
Aren t afraid to take it underground
D5        B5             D5         B5         D5
I want to breathe in the air where people everywhere
     B5              F#5        G5
Will never look like they don t care

A                            G  
Baby knows, yeah she used to keep it like a secret
                                           F#          G  
 Til the band started playing her favorite song on the stereo
        A                       A7            A
Now she begs her salvation from rock and roll stations, oh yeah

D5                F#5              G5                          E
Hey check out the joke in my town, people don t know what he s talking about
D5         F#5                        G5   A5                        D5  B5  D5 



B5  D5  B5 F#5 G5
 I m not above it, I m no better than you, yeah, I dig your shiny shirt too

D5        B5             D5         B5          D5
I want to dream with the fishes of bows and the wishes
B5               F#5        G5
Parts of me that never come true
D5        B5        D5         B5         D5
I want to live in a town where people all around
        B5                F#5       G5
Aren t afraid to tell you what they do

A                            G
Baby knows, yeah she used to keep like a secret
                                           F#          G
 Til the band started playing her favorite song on the stereo
        A                       A7            A
Now she begs her salvation from rock and roll stations, oh yeah

D5                F#5              G5                        E
Hey check out the joke in my town, people don t know, but he gathers a crowd
D5         F#5                        G5   A5
 I m not above it, I m no better than you, yeah, I dig your shiny shirt
A5
 I dig your shiny shirt 

C                                                     *riff 1 
This town, this town, this town, this town, it s under
C                                                     *riff 1 
This town, this town, this town, this town, it s under
C                                          *riff1 
This town, this town, this town, this town

D5                F#5              G5                          E
Hey check out the joke in my town, people don t know what he s talking about
D5         F#5                        G5   A5
 I m not above it, I m no better than you, yeah, I dig your shiny shirt
D5                F#5              G5                        E
Hey check out the joke in my town, people don t know, but he gathers a crowd
D5         F#5                        G5   A5
 I m not above it, I m no better than you, yeah, I dig your shiny shirt
A5                      D5
 I dig your shiny shirt too


